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Abstract
By dimensional reduction of a massive supersymmetric B∧F theory, a man-
ifestly N = 1 supersymmetric completion of a massive antisymmetric tensor
gauge theory is constructed in (2+1) dimensions. In the N = 1−D = 3 super-
space, a new topological term is used to give mass for the Kalb-Ramond field.
We have introduced a massive gauge invariant model using the Stu¨ckelberg
formalism and an abelian topologically massive theory for the Kalb-Ramond
superfield. An equivalence of both massive models is suggested. Further, a
component field analysis is performed, showing a second supersymmetry in
the model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Antisymmetric tensor fields appear in many field theories. In particular, the Kalb-
Ramond gauge field plays an important role in strong-weak coupling dualities among string
theories [1] and in axionic cosmic strings [2]. On the other hand, a first order formulation
of the non-Abelian Yang-Mills gauge theory ( BF-YM model) [3,4] makes use of a two
form gauge potential B to contribute to a discussion of the problem of quark confinement
in continuum QCD [5]. Another interesting aspect of the (3+1) dimensional B ∧ F term
(F = dA is the field strength of a one form gauge potential A) is its ability to give rise to
gauge invariant mass to the gauge field [6]. This property has been used to obtain an axion
field topologically massive and an axionic charge on a black hole as well [7]. In addition,
the existence of the Higgs mechanism to the Kalb-Ramond gauge fields was demonstrated
by S.-J. Key [8] in the context of closed strings. On the other hand, if coupled to open
strings, the KB field becomes a massive vector field through the Stu¨ckelberg mechanism.
Also, we can mention a topologically massive Kalb-Ramond field in a D = 3 context that
was introduced in ref. [9].
It is known that massless string excitations may be described by a low-energy supergrav-
ity theory and that a massless gravity supermultiplet of graviton, dilaton and Kalb-Ramond
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fields appears in all known string theories. However, the spectrum of the D = 4 [10] and
D = 3 [11] compactified theory from D = 10 supergravity, contains the massive antisymmet-
ric tensor fields. Thus, since supersymmetry places severe constraints on the ground state
and the mass spectrum of the excitations, supersymmetric mechanisms of mass generation
are of considerable importance.
The purpose of this letter is twofold. First we construct an N = 1 −D = 4 superspace
version of the U(1) BF model. By means of a dimensional reduction procedure, we obtain a
massive antisymmetric tensor field into aN = 2−D = 3 supersymmetric topological massive
gauge invariant theory. In contrast to several works onD = 3 BF models, we have considered
here a topological term which involves a KB and a pseudoscalar field with derivative coupling.
Secondly, we have addressed a N = 1 superspace mechanism to generate mass for Kalb-
Ramond field without loss of gauge invariance. Actually, this mechanism is a superspace
version of the topological massive formulation of Deser, Jackiw and Templeton [12]. On
the other hand, an alternative model with an explicit mass breaking term is constructed in
N = 1 superspace and a supersymmetric version of the Stu¨ckelberg transformation [13] is
used to restore the gauge invariance of the model.
II. THE N = 1−D = 4 EXTENDED BF MODEL
Let us begin by introducing the N = 1 − D = 4 supersymmetric BF extended model.
For extended we mean that we include mass terms for the Kalb-Ramond field. This mass
term will be introduced here for later comparison to the tridimensional case. Actually, this
construction can be seen as a superspace and Abelian version of the so called BF-Yang-Mills
models [3].
As our basic superfield action we take1
SSSBF =
1
8
∫
d4x{−iκ[
∫
d2θBαWα −
∫
d2θBα˙W
α˙
] +
g2
2
[
∫
d2θBαBα +
∫
d2θBα˙B
α˙
]} . (1)
where Wα is a spinor superfield-strenght, Bα is a chiral spinor superfield, D¯α˙Bα = 0, κ and
g are massive parameters. Their corresponding θ-expansions are:
Wα(x, θ, θ¯) = 4iλα(x)− [4δ
β
αD(x) + 2i(σ
µσ¯ν)βαFµν(x)]θβ
+4θ2σµαα˙∂µλ¯
α˙ (2)
Bα(x, θ, θ) = e
iθσµθ∂µ [iψα(x) + θ
βTαβ(x) + θθξα(x)] , (3)
where
Tαβ = T(αβ) + T[αβ] = −4i(σ
µν)αβBµν + 2εαβ(M + iN) . (4)
Our conventions for supersymmetric covariant derivatives are
1Our spinorial notations and other conventions follow ref. [14].
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Dα ≡
∂
∂θα
+ iσµαα˙θ¯
α˙∂µ
D¯α˙ ≡ −
∂
∂θ¯α˙
− iθασµαα˙∂µ . (5)
We call attention for the electromagnetic field-strenght and the antisymmetric gauge
field which are contained in Wα and Bα, respectively. In terms of the components fields, the
action (1) can be read as
S =
∫
d4x{[−
iκ
2
(
ξλ− ξ¯λ¯
)
+
κ
2
(
ψασ
µ
αα˙∂µλ¯
α˙ + ψ¯α˙ (σ¯
µ)α˙α ∂µλα
)
+
κ
2
BµνF˜µν
−κDN ] + g2[
1
8
(
ψξ + ψ¯ξ¯
)
+
1
2
BµνBµν −
1
2
(
M2 +N2
)
]}
=
∫
d4x[(
iκ
2
Ξ¯γ5Λ +
κ
2
Ψ¯γµ∂µΛ +
κ
2
BµνF˜µν − κDN)
+g2(
1
8
Ψ¯Ξ +
1
2
BµνBµν −
1
2
(
M2 +N2
)
)] . (6)
In the last equality above, the fermionic fields have been organized as four-component
Majorana spinors as follows
Ξ =
(
ξα
ξ¯α˙
)
; Λ =
(
λα
λ¯α˙
)
; Ψ =
(
ψα
ψ¯α˙
)
, (7)
and we denote the dual field-strenght defining F˜µν ≡
1
2
εµναβF
αβ. Furthermore, we use the
following identities
Ψ¯Λ = ψ¯λ¯+ ψλ
Ψ¯γ5Λ = ψ¯λ¯− ψλ
Ψ¯γµΛ = ψσµλ¯+ ψ¯σ¯µλ . (8)
The superfield action (1) is a particular case of the action proposed in ref. [15]. However, a
point of difference must be noted. In contrast with [15], we have not considered coupling with
matter fields and a propagation term for the gauge fields. On the other hand, our supespace
BF term was constructed in a distinct and simpler way. A quite similar construction was
introduced by Clark et al. [16].
The off-diagonal mass term ξλ (or Ξ¯γ5Λ) has been shown by Brooks and Gates, Jr. [17]
in the context of super-Yang-Mills theory. Note that the identity
γ5σ
µν =
i
2
εµναβσ
αβ (9)
reveals a connection between the topological behaviour denoted by the Levi-Civita tensor
εµναβ , and the pseudo-escalar γ5.
So, it is worthwhile to mention that this term has topological origin and it can be seen as
a fermionic counterpart of the BF term. In our opinion, this fermionic mass term deserves
more attention and will be investigated elsewhere.
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III. THE N = 2−D = 3 TOPOLOGICAL MODEL
As it is well known, the BF model in D = 3 consists in a one form field (”B” field) and
one form gauge field A. So, the Chern-Simons term is simply the identification of B and A.
However, as has been shown in ref. [9], after dimensional reduction of the four dimensional
BF model, an interesting additional term arises, namely, a topological term which involves
a 2-form and a 0-form. We will call it a Bϕ term. A quite similar model was presented in a
Yang-Mills version by Del Cima et. al. [18], and its finiteness was proved in the framework
of algebraic renormalization.
Following the procedure of ref. [9], we will carry out a dimensional reduction in the
bosonic sector of (6). Dimensional reduction is usually done by expanding the fields in
normal modes corresponding to the compactified extra dimensions, and integrating out the
extra dimensions. This approach is very useful in dual models and superstrings [19]. Here,
however, we only consider the fields in higher dimensions to be independent of the extra
dimensions. In this case, we assume that our fields are independent of the extra coordinate
x3.
Therefore, after dimensional reduction, the bosonic sector of (6) can be written as
Sbos. =
∫
d3x{[κεµαβV
µF αβ + κεµναB
µν∂αϕ− κDN ]
+g2[
1
2
BµνBµν − V
µVµ −
1
2
(
M2 +N2
)
]} . (10)
Notice that the first term in r.h.s. of (10) can be transformed in the Chern-Simons term if
we identify V µ ≡ Aµ. The second one is the so called Bϕ term.
Now let us proceed to the dimensional reduction of the fermionic sector of the model.
First, note that the Lorentz group in three dimensions is SL(2, R) rather than SL(2, C) in
D = 4. Therefore, Weyl spinors with four degrees of freedom will be mapped into Dirac
spinors2. So the correct associations keeping the degrees of freedom are sketched as
Ξ =
(
ξα
ξ¯α˙
)
→ Ξ± = ξα ± iτα
Λ =
(
λα
λ¯α˙
)
→ Λ± = λα ± iρα
Ψ =
(
ψα
ψ¯α˙
)
→ Ψ± = ψα ± iχα . (11)
From (11), we find that
ΨΞ¯→
1
2
(Ψ+Ξ− +Ψ−Ξ+)
Ψ¯γµ∂µΛ→
1
2
(Ψ+γ
µ̂∂µ̂Λ− +Ψ−γ
µ̂∂µ̂Λ+)
Ξγ5Λ→
1
2
(Ξ+Λ+ + Ξ−Λ−) . (12)
2For details about spinorial dimensional reduction, we suggest refs. [20] and [21].
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where hatted index means three-dimensional space-time.
Thus, the dimensionally reduced fermionic sector of (6) may be written
Sferm. =
∫
d3x{
iκ
4
(Ξ+Λ+ + Ξ−Λ−) +
κ
4
(Ψ+γ
µ̂∂µ̂Λ− +Ψ−γ
µ̂∂µ̂Λ+)
+
g2
16
(Ψ+Ξ− +Ψ−Ξ+)} . (13)
The action S = Sbos. + Sferm. is invariant under the following supersymmetry transfor-
mations
δλα = −iDηα − (σ
µσν)βα ηβFµν
δρα = iDζα − (σ
µσν)βα ζβFµν
δF µν = i∂µ (ησνρ− λσνζ)− i∂ν (ησµρ− λσµζ)
δD = ∂µ (−ησ
µρ+ λσµζ) (14)
δ (ψα ± iχα) = δΨ± = iη
βT˜βα ± ζ
βT˜βα
δT˜βα = −ηβξα + ζ
λσ
µ
βλ∂µψα
δ (ξα ± iτα) = δΞ± = −iζλ (σ
µ)λβ Tβα ∓ ηλ (σ¯
µ)βλ Tβα , (15)
where η and ζ are supersymmetric parameters, which indicates that we have two supersym-
metries in the aforementioned action.
IV. REMARKS ON SOME 3D SUPERSYMMETRIC MODELS AND
STU¨CKELBERG FORMULATION
From the two topological terms introduced in (10) we can set up two supersymmetric
models. The first one, which involves a two and a zero form, can be expressed as
S =
∫
d3xd2θ(DαΦBα +
1
2
g2BαBα) , (16)
where Bα and Φ are spinor and real scalar superfields, which are defined by projection as
Bα | = χα
D(βBα) | = 2iMβα = Mαβ = B
µν (σµν)αβ
DαBα | = 2N
DβDαBβ | = 2ωα (17)
and
Φ | = ϕ
DαΦ | = ψα
D2Φ | = F . (18)
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Here the supersymmetry covariant derivative is given by Dα = ∂α+ iθ
β∂αβ . So, in terms
of components fields, the action (16) becomes
S =
∫
d3x[
(
κ∂αβϕMβα + 2κψ
αωα − 2κFN
)
+
1
2
g2
(
4ωαχα + 2iχα∂
βαχβ +M
βαMαβ + 2N
2
)
] . (19)
Starting from the definitions of two spinor superfields given by
Λα | = ξα
D(βΛα) | = 2iVβα
DαΛα | = 2G
DβDαΛβ | = 2ρα (20)
and
Wα | = λα
DαWβ | = fαβ , (21)
where
Vβα ≡ V
µ (σ˜µ)βα ; fαβ ≡ (σ˜µ)αβ f
µ ; fµ = −
i
2
εµνρFνρ , (22)
we can propose another supersymmetric action, now involving two 1-forms, namely
S =
∫
d3xd2θ(ΛαWα − g
2ΛαΛα)
=
∫
d3x[
(
2ραλα − iV
αβfβα
)
−g2
(
4ραωα + 2iξα∂
βαξβ + V
βαVβα + 2G
2
)
] . (23)
It is easy to see that the superspace actions (16) and (23) are not invariant under the
following gauge transformations
δBα = DβDαΠβ
δΦ = 0 (24)
δΛα = DαΩ
δW α = 0 . (25)
However, if we reparameterize Λα and Bα through introduction of the Stu¨ckelberg su-
perfields3 Θ and Σα such that
3For historical reasons, it is important to cite here the first work, to the best of our knowledge,
in the framework of supersymmetric Stu¨ckelberg formalism, namely ref. [22].
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Λα → (Λα)′ = Λα +
1
g
DαΘ
Bα → (Bα)′ = Bα +DβDαΠβ , (26)
and imposing that Θ and Σα transform like
δΘ = −gΩ
δΣβ = −Πβ , (27)
we ensure gauge invariance for that superactions.
We remark that integrating out the superfield Bα in the equation (16) we arrive at a
supersymmetric Klein-Gordon action and, if we do the same for Λα in (23), we obtain a
Maxwell superaction. Observe that both these relations may be understood as two duality
tranformations. We recall here that an analogous connection in 4D pure bosonic BF-theory
was viewed as a perturbative expansion in the coupling g around the topological pure BF
theory [4]. Thereupon, it may be interesting to perform a similar investigation in the frame-
work of action (16).
V. N = 1 SUPERSPACE TOPOLOGICAL MASS GENERATION
In order to show the topological mass generation for the Kalb-Ramond two form field,
we will construct a variation from the model (16), by introducing the propagation term for
it. Before that, for ilustration purpose, we quote the bosonic action introduced in ref. [9]:
S =
∫
d3x
[
1
6
HµνρH
µνρ + kǫµνρB
µν∂ρφ+
1
2
∂µφ∂
µφ
]
, (28)
where Hµνρ, a three form field-strength of the B
µν field, is defined as
Hµνρ = ∂[µBµρ] = ∂µBνρ + ∂νBρµ + ∂ρBµν . (29)
The N = 1 superspace construction of the supersymmetric version of (28) proceeds as
follows. First, we introduce a scalar superfield G defined by
G = −DαBα , (30)
where Bα is the super-Kalb-Ramond field defined in (17). Then, after looking the expression
(16), we find the action
S =
∫
d3xd2θ[−
1
2
(
DαG2
)
+ kBαDαΦ−
1
2
DαΦDαΦ] . (31)
Now it is straightforward to show that the topological term kBαDαΦ gives rise to a mass
term for the super-Kalb-Ramond field. The equation of motion associated with Φ is,
Dα (kBα −DαΦ) = 0 . (32)
Consequently,
7
kBα −DαΦ = C . (33)
Since that the constant C can be absorbed by Bα, we conclude that
kBα −DαΦ = 0 . (34)
Therefore the original action (31) can be rewritten as
S =
∫
d3xd2θ[
(
DαG2
)
+
1
2
k2BαBα] . (35)
This exhibits a topological mechanism of mass generation for the Kalb-Ramond field.
Naturally, the topological mass terms arise due to the coupling of the Bα and Φ superfields.
In other words, this mass term results of the breakdown of the gauge invariance (24).
Incidentally let us mention a possible equivalence similar to that between massive topo-
logically and self-dual theories in D = 3 [12]. Indeed, starting from (16), we can construct
an action by introduction of a mass term for the superfield Φ, namely
S =
∫
d3xd2θ(DαΦBα +
1
2
g2BαBα +mΦ
2) . (36)
It is easy to see that the equations of motion of (36) and (31) are equivalent. So, the
action (36) can be considered locally equivalent to action (31). On the other hand, it would
be interesting to investigate if this equivalence is preserved at quantum level.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this letter, we have constructed an N = 1− D = 3 superspace action for a model
involving an antisymmetric gauge field. Our main point is a topological term that consists
in a coupling of this 2-form field and a scalar field. To the best of our knowledge, in the
form presented here, this model is completely new in the literature. A similar approach, but
involving a 3-form and a scalar fields in N = 1−D = 4, was introduced in ref. [23].
Starting from the so called B ∧ F model in N = 1 −D = 4 superspace, we carried out
a dimensional reduction to the three-dimensional space-time, in order to obtain our basic
model. The superspace construction for the B∧F is known, but we point out the appearance
of a fermionic counterpart of the B ∧ F term.
We have introduced two massive gauge invariant models for an antisymmetric tensor
field into a N = 1−D = 3 superspace. In the first, we resort to the Stu¨ckelberg formalism
and in the other, we construct an abelian topologically massive theory, and a topologically
generated mass for the Kalb-Ramon superfield is exhibited. An equivalence of both massive
models is suggested. Furthermore, a component field analysis is performed, showing a second
supersymmetry in the model.
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